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NONPRESSURIZED 
SOLAR WATER HEATER
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This is an open-loop solar water heater. Water circulates directly through the tank and the 
collector, so this is direct and quick. This system is very stable with reliable performance. It is 
the most economical among all solar waterheating systems, so it’s most popularly used in 
the hot areas.

Water Tank

Tubes

Frame

Inner tank
Outer tank
Insulation

SUS304-2B (0.5mm)
SUS304-2B (0.4mm) or Galvanized Steel (0.4mm)
Polyurethane foam (55mm)

Flow type
Tube size
Evacuated tube

Thermosyphon
¢58/1800mm, ¢47/1500mm
High Boron- Silicon

Number of tubes
Absorber Coating

24/30
Aluminium, Stainless Steel, Copper

Frame material

Maximum operation  pressure

SUS201(1.2mm) or Aluminium(3.0mm) 
or Galvanized Steel(1.5mm)

0.6

TECHNICAL DATA OF SUNTECH NON-PRESSURIZED SOLAR WATER HEATER

1. Electric element - which is used when there’s no enough sun. 
2. P/T safety valve - which releases water pressure if it exceeds 
    6 bar
3. Stand part

This system also comes with:

Capacities
1. 240 Litres
2. 300 Litres

1. Storage Tank 
The tank is made of heavy duty high pressure, galvanized steel 
cylinder which ensures that the tank does not rust. This also 
eliminates chances of your water getting contaminated. It has a 
thick insulation to keep the heated water hot throughout the 
night. The tank has a durable casing giving it a long life before 
any replacement.

2.Vacuum tube
The advantage of using evacuated tubes is that they will work 
even during the coldest winter months. The vacuum insulates the 
heat tube from being cooled much by the ambient temperature 
whichcould be well below freezing.

3.Assistant tank
This assists with automatic water refill into main storage tank 
and to prevent overflow hence protecting the vacuum tubes from 
water overload. Booster electric element It also has a 3kW elec-
tric booster heater element for supplementing the water heating 
during periods of low sunshine                 
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